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ABSTRACT

District W_onosalam Jombang is upstream of the Brantas fuver and Springs Village. In Wonosalam, the springs had to
be rescued by promoting the participation oflocal residents.The development ofcommunity-basei tourism if closely
related
and his 

am consisting of agrotourism, springs, biodiversity
to get involved in the tourism industry that utilize

local re niry involvemint is essential to create wealth, to foster a sense
of ownership and responsibility for the existence and env stainability.
based tourism, where the pub activity r;l
characteristics of Wonosalam. proposi the
Research, Technology and Hi ublic oflndonisia. The prognm focused on three aspects:
products, services and managen,ent. Through training, workshops and mentoring ielated to local conditions, is
qpected to have an effective impact on the groMh of eco-tourism destination wonosalam.
Thse are two development pattems of rural tourism: the cluster (one village one product) and a multi-activity pattems
(natural, cultural, life of the community). The village is a mix of originality, authenticity, uniqueness, toiaiity and
continuity of local structures such as the appeal and rule the natural environment of rural. culturai attraction behavior
of rural communities in both dimerxions patemalistic traditions, cultural, economic, cultual fit-planting, home of
traditional institutions and patterns of everyday life (people living style).
The development model of rural tourism is the right choice in Wonosalam The reason are, first, it does not require the
completion ofcapital investment and huge financial Second, the availability ofa range oftourist attrzctions are not
dependent on the time line because integrated with civilization. Third, it can provideincreased economic welfare of
rural communities. Fourth, in non-economically aspect, can strengthen the image ofthe village culture and the society.
The concept of rural tourism development using the bottom-up approach by relying on local knowledge and local
geneous without changing or shifting ofvalues and norms that have taken plaie in ihe-social system ofthJvillage.
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Beckground of Wonosalam

The springs located in Jombang, East Java Province totaled 198 Spring and spread over in 13 districts. Each
.rf rhese springs are found, have different characteristics such as spring that emerged from cracks of the rocks.
From several springs that indicates ecological conditions around the spring ttrat is in the location of many
Fi\ately owned land was damaged by the activities of the felling of trees around the spring. While springs arl
Lrcated in the protected area the conditions are still awake.

The problems in Wonosalam summarized in the following six aspects:
l. The changing of the function of protected Forest
2. The illegal hunting bird / animal
3. Wood / bamboo theft
4. River pollution
5. Illegal logging in the springs area
6. 50% of the land owned by outsiders Wonosalam

Based on this problem, it has formulated some suggestions: (l) The need for regulating the granting of soil
Jrilling around the spring area, (2) Keep the planting of trees that ca4 be utilized the results (such as frult trees),
t3 ) The installation of information boards and appeals at every location of the spring, (4) Socialization of
R'egional Regulation on the protection of springs to the communities in the springs *"u, 1iy-frc formation of
Sroups preserver springs in every village. Some suggestions are to preserve the springs which is the upstream of
Se Brantas River.

Preservation of the springs in the upstream of Brantas River will contribute to the preservation of water
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quality along the downstream of Brantas fuver. In addition to the five suggestions above is to increase the
passion, hope and motivation of citizens around the spring of Wonosalam to maintain the beauty of forests and
water sources, as well as increasing the local potential, further for creating tourist attraction. Development of
rural tourism becomes a 'bonus' of springs conservation.

Methodology

Research will be conducted using descriptive qualitative method. The primary data obtained throue[
observation and interview. Observations carried out to identifu the difference between before and after the
implementation of community service programs of Faculty of Tourism, University of Ciputra in Wonosalam
Secondary data were obtained through a review of literature related. The training topic that become a
community service program that will be implemented are as follows:

l. Eco-tourism andvillage tourism
2. Developing Local Culinary
3. Tourism Business Operation

. Signage & parking area
o Tourpackage andprice
o Reception and reservation
o Tour route
o Tourist information centre
o Laundry
o First aid
o Tour guiding

4. Destination Management & Branding
o Branding & icon
o Tourist attraction management
o Organisation chart and job description
o Financial management
o Team work
o Parhrership
o Safety and security

5. Psychology of Service
. Hospitality service and Standard Operating Procedure

6. Hospitality Facility Management and Design
. local homestay and toilet

Discussion

Urgency to create ecotourism village in Wonosalam is to improve morale, hope and motivation of citizens
around the spring of Wonosalam to maintain the beauty of forests and water sources, as well as cultivate the
local potential to create a tourist attraction. The assumption, when the activities of community-based tourism
and ecotourism grows, local residents earn additional revenue. Thus, the citizens will participate to maintain the
benefits of the springs.

Water is a natural resource that has a very imFortant function for life. Without water, various life processes

can not take place. The problem of the sources of water is a problem that is almost evenly distributed throughout
the hemisphere. Ranging from lack of water, the loss of the springs. Wonosalam is the buffer zones of protected
forest "R Suryo", thus ensuring the sustainability of vegetation and environmental conservation efforts in the
Wonosalam district become the frontline rescue of Protected Forest and the protection of water sources.

Location Wonosalam that vegetated of forests brought blessing, because the forest that serves as a wat€r
catchment will bring up the sources of springs. The existence of sources of springs in Wonosalam not only
important for the Wonosalam citizens but also become as important source for the Brantas River.

The problem of water in Wonosalam because p@le still are not many activities for the preservation of
springs, whereas Wonosalam is the area that supply the water to the Brantas River and closest to downstream of
Brantas River. The number of tree felling in protected forests causes the springs in Wonosalam be reduced, in
2000 Wonosalam has a number of springs as much as 120 points, spread over 9 villages.in the Wonosalam
district, but based on Ecoton research in 2010 found only 40 points springs are utilized.



ofstate forestry
The number of

elf is a wooded

but sustainableforest management is who use the forests in the wonos alam area.other problems exist inte Wonosalam area hunting. Based on a survey conducted by Ecoton, in Wonosalamfrrest there are 320 other animals such as tigers, deer, porcupine, wild boar, snakes,monkeys and squirrels.
Factors that affect the community in Wonosalam actually caused due to the low level of education for the

to work and get married
e of 14-20 years or after
They have a principle if
at a young age for them

forest edge besides academic education can provide an
the environment and forests in Wonosalam. Because in

ommunity, they are more interested to meet the needs of
r their families.

- Tht is the background of the social situation and the existing problems in wonosalam based on SocialAnalysis' Ecotourism village Development in wonosalam *uoughtaining conducted in the community service
Fogram of Tourism Faculty, Ciputra University, is expected to be an alternative to creating a better life forpcople and nature in Wonosalam

Conclusion

l' It takes a community-based tourism development strategy in Wonosalam to save the fountain.2' It takes training in the field of tourism management so that people can manage wonosalam potential asI tourist attraction.
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